March 8, 2019

URFA Recognizes International Women’s Day 2019

On International Women’s Day, URFA recognizes and celebrates the progress and achievements of women, while renewing our commitment to call for immediate action towards tearing down the barriers of inequality and discrimination still faced by women today.

The theme of this year’s International Women’s Day is “Balance For Better.” This year’s theme encourages us all to help build a more balanced world, through recognizing and combatting biases and taking action towards equality. Movements, such as #MeToo have shown over the past few years that the goal towards building a more balanced world is possible. When women and allies stand together, change can happen.

So let’s keep fighting for change. Let’s continue the work to close the gender pay gap, to call out and end discrimination and harassment in the workplace, and to make sure that all women—regardless of gender identity and gender expression, feel safe and supported both here on our campuses and in our community.

Let’s work together to keep pushing for change, and build a more balanced world.